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ESSENTIAL STYLES FOR THE DRUMMER & BASSIST 3
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums

This medium funk groove requires that the drummer "lock in" with the bass player. The bass drum part should reflect what the bass player is playing. The snare drum on beats 2 and 4 is a necessity! At the end of measures 2 and 4 there is activity in the bass part, as well as in the drums (especially beats 3 and 4, which are long-sounding notes). As the track progresses, the intensity can be increased by moving from hi-hat to the dome of the cymbal. Be careful not to overplay the hi-hat.

Bass

The bass figures here need to be short for the most part. Notice the increased rhythmic activity at the end of each two-bar phrase leading to the next one. This corresponds with what the drummer is doing and helps give the rhythm section a unified feel.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

**Drums**
The drums must construct a groove that compliments the main accents played by the bass. A steady eighth-note beat with quarter-note accents on the hi-hat helps keep the groove relaxed.

In the B section of the tune, there’s a different feel primarily due to the fact that the bass changes to a more legato style. To match this style change, the drummer should simplify the snare drum and bass drum parts.

The last two measures of the tune incorporate some long articulations that should be reflected by the drums as well. As the band vamps, the drums become more active.

**Bass**
The bass part of this cut has a syncopated figure that repeats at different pitch levels. It is important to play the rhythm accurately, taking care not to rush the 16th notes that fall on upbeats.

Dig into the last four quarter notes to launch the sustained section back into the rhythmic groove. Notice that even during fills, the 16th-note upbeats are an essential part of the figure.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

**Drums**
This track is almost machine-like in that the drums are simple but constant. (You'll notice that the snare drum sound is on the bright side with a slightly “gated” effect.) The bass drum plays on all four beats, while the snare drum plays on beats 2 and 4.

There are a few “pushes” (syncopations) in the chart that need to be reinforced. This is an important groove in that the drums act independently of the bass part.

**Bass**
This is our first groove using the thumb-slapping technique. Notice how the high D on the downbeat is approached: the 16th-note C just before the downbeat is played, and is then slurred into the following D, which is not re-plucked. In the last eight measures of the vamp, notice that the band figure comes on the last 16th note while the bass note is played on the downbeat.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums

The snare drum sound should be nice and bright for this style.

Because this cut is primarily a bass feature, the drums do not imitate the bass part as in the previous tracks. Instead, the drums set up a comfortable "groove pad" for the bassist to play over, being careful not to cover what he is doing.

Bass

This is another thumb-slapping groove—actually just a vamp on an E7 chord. The music shows only the basic figure; all the embellishments are soloistic in nature, and the player should do whatever he or she feels fits the style. Strive to create a strong rhythmic groove with the drummer.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums

This track combines two concepts: funk and jazz shuffle. The bass drum syncs with the bassist while the snare drum plays on beats 2 and 4 and the hi-hat plays a jazz ride.

In the first ending, there's a melodic figure which the drummer must catch.

In the bridge, contrast is achieved by moving to the ride cymbal; fills are done sparingly.

A strong understanding of jazz is important in this style. Triplets are the underlying rhythmic feel.

Bass

For this groove, it is best to get a crisp attack on the bass notes. The right hand should pluck the strings a little closer to the bridge so the pickup balance favors the bridge pickup a bit more. The rhythmic essence of this groove is the swing feel of the 16th notes; the bass plays two important groups of two 16th notes, one on the downbeat and the other on the upbeat of two. The first note is long and the second one's short. The end of the measure is filled with longer notes which lead into the next downbeat.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
This is a brighter, funkier rock shuffle which incorporates many ideas from the previous tune. Notice that in the intro, the bass drum is played on beats 2 and 4 to create drive and energy.

Following the intro, the beat incorporates a sextuplet pattern in the hi-hat. The bass drum part closely matches the bass part.

There are some stops that must be observed. The fills at the end of the track should have a loose, "swing" quality.

Playing on the dome of the cymbal will help create intensity in this tune.

Bass
This bass part switches back and forth between a plucked figure and a slapped figure. It's important to make the transition between the two different right-hand techniques smoothly and at the same relative volume level.

Concentrate on playing the beginning figure together with the keyboard, matching both phrasing and articulation. I played the beginning figure with shorter notes to give it some rhythmic bounce, then lengthened the notes when slapping to create that glide up from low "G."

Take care to hit the rhythmic figures in the B section, and don't play too busily.
This rhythm and blues track also incorporates a number of jazz elements. The R & B shuffle is based on triplets, which are played on the hi-hat.

Notice how the bass drum alone is used for filling during the intro.

When the hi-hat enters, it is kept slightly open to create a looser feel. The ride cymbal is used in the B section to contrast the tightly closed hi-hat in the repeat. Experiment with different tensions on the hi-hat.

Watch for the fills at the end of measures 4, 8 and 12.

Notice that in the A section, the notes are short on each change, but get longer as they lead into the next harmony. The B section is simply the blues with a walking bass line. The notes are longer and concentrated in the lower register to create a fat sound.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
This slow rhythm and blues track is played entirely in triplets.

The figures in the first part are important to catch (short setups will help keep the band together). The ride cymbal is played throughout most of the tune. Fills should consist mainly of eighth-note triplets (or 16th-note triplets for more excitement).

A strong backbeat on the snare drum is important.

Bass
At this slower tempo the bass notes should be longer. Stay in the lower register to add bottom and to create a "meaty" sound. High notes here for any stretch would not be nearly as effective.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
The drum sound on this cut should be more open in order to match the guitar's power chords.

The intro is a series of drum shots which eventually establish the groove. The tune uses eighth notes extensively in the bass drum, hi-hat and fills. The bassist plays straight eighth notes in the A section while the drums join in on only a few of the eighth notes.

Notice that the ride cymbal is used again in the B section.

Bass
This bass part has short, repeated eighth notes in the A section, then longer notes and a more linear approach in the B section. It’s important here to play as simply as possible and to concentrate on establishing the groove.
“Fusion” is a blend of styles and ideas borrowed primarily from jazz and rock.

The cross-stick on all four beats combined with the (open/closed) hi-hat creates a smooth, repetitive, yet interesting feel. Notice that the bass drum closely matches what the bass player is doing.

As the tune progresses, the ride cymbal replaces the hi-hat and the drum fills increase in both frequency and intensity throughout the vamp.

Give yourself a workout on this vamp! Stretch out—try new soloistic ideas as you play along.

This vamp should be played pretty much as written because of the intricate rhythms. Stay in the higher register for a while, then add some low notes to give it a push forward later on. Playing the figures together as an ensemble is the most challenging part of this cut.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
This common fusion style vamp starts out as a very simple idea and then builds. A cross-stick is used on beats 2 and 4 to keep it simple, but as the tune builds the snare drum is gradually introduced. Watch the volume of the 16th notes in the opening hi-hat.

The bass drum must complement the bass part and fills should never overpower the soloist.

Bass
The bass is probably the most active instrument in this vamp; everyone else just floats along. Even though there are 16th-note syncopations in the bass, try to maintain the relaxed feel of the band—do not play too busily.
**Performance/Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**

The concept of this 7/4 vamp is structured, but has a loose feel.

The ride cymbal has no fixed pattern but instead plays loosely and lightly around the groove. The bass drum, having the freedom to change the pattern subtly switches to a Latin-style groove. The rhythms in the piano part provide material to play off of when soloing.

It is extremely important to continue practicing until you are comfortable playing and soloing over odd meters. As demonstrated in this tune, subdividing in odd meters is extremely important. This particular vamp is subdivided into 3 groups of quarter notes: 2 + 2 + 3. Experiment with other groupings as well (i.e., 3 + 2 + 2 or 2 + 3 + 2, etc).

**Bass**

The main concept to keep in mind initially is to play the figure as written, and to get used to the odd-meter feel. Repeat it until it feels natural, then experiment with embellishing it slightly. This is also a good vehicle for drum soloing while the bass part remains a solid constant.
Reggae is presently a popular style which has both Latin and jazz roots. The two key elements for the drums are the jazz hi-hat pattern (consisting of triplets and broken triplets) and the bass drum on beat 3. (Be careful not to be confused by the “displaced” bass part.)

Cross-sticks, fast-speaking splash cymbals and timbale bursts are all characteristic of reggae. All of these can be accomplished, or at least simulated, on the drumset.

The release on this tune is in a “backbeat blues” style. Fill material consists of triplets or eighth notes with a swing feel.

This bass line needs the low E-flat. Play the figure first as written, keeping a nice laid-back reggae feeling, and then experiment with some figures of your own. Pay attention to differentiating between the short and long notes.
**Performance/Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**
To have an authentic feel, it is absolutely essential to understand and to listen carefully to the rhythmic pattern which defines the bossa nova.

This particular bossa nova groove starts with a brush/stick figure allowing it plenty of room to build. This is not necessarily a characteristic of all bossa novas, though the cross-stick rhythm and the bass drum rhythm pattern are essential elements.

As the tune continues, the cross-stick pattern varies and subtle fills are added. Later, there’s a switch to sticks and ride cymbal to further increase the tune’s intensity.

**Bass**
The main thing here is not to rush the anticipatory eighth note, and to add a slight accent to beat 3 for emphasis.

Notice that the acoustic bass is used on this cut. It sounds good on long, low notes, so play them once in a while and let them ring for a beat or two—take advantage of the warm sound. It’s best in this instance to avoid the high register, because the thick texture in the rhythm section requires that the bass provide the low foundation. Notice also that the drums boost the intensity later in the track; the bass should help this boost by using an implied double-time feel for a bar or two, with a few high notes and a little heavier right-hand attack.

These are all devices for subtly increasing intensity.
**Fast Samba**

**Performance/Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**
This up-tempo samba opens with the bass drum playing in unison with the bass, and the hi-hat establishing “time” while the cross-stick pattern constantly changes to match the tune’s development.

Notice that the volume is balanced throughout with the snare and the bass drum in particular not played too loudly.

There are a number of rhythmical figures which need to be executed smoothly without interrupting the groove. The percussion part in the track features a surdo (a large drum) played on beat 3 of each measure. (The floor tom may serve this function in the absence of a surdo.)

**Bass**
The long notes in the first two bars give a sustained quality until the third bar, where the main figure of a short note on beat 1 and a long note on beat 2 (in 2/2 time) begins. The bass figure should copy the feel of the percussionist as he/she plays the surdo. For variety and a push forward, the downbeat can be anticipated occasionally.
Many of the fast samba’s characteristics are present here. You will notice that the hi-hat pattern emphasizes beat 3 (the primary beat) while the bass drum plays the standard samba bass drum part. (However, notice the use of quarter notes on beats 3 and 4.)

The cross-stick weaves its way through the chart, varying as it emphasizes the musical lines. In the chorus the ride cymbal enters to change the character of the tune.

Pay particular attention to the communication of phrasing concepts between the drummer and bass player.

This samba is slower, but the same basic feel applies: the short/long pattern with the long note stressed. Again, the first bar of the verse section of this tune has some long notes that glide into the samba feel, setting up a nice tension/release technique.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums

The bass drum’s role here is similar to that of the surdo played on beat 3 of each measure. (The action of the hi-hat helps emphasize beat 3 as well.) The cross-stick pattern remains unchanged to help lock in the slow samba feel.

Filling is very sparse. At the end of each phrase, there’s a “suspended feeling” achieved by light, airy cymbal fills. In the C section of the tune, you will notice that the bass drum matches the bassist’s more rhythmic style.

Bass

In this cut, the fretless bass plays a short improvised melody—you may want to experiment with soloing over this. The bass part is similar to the other two samba feels, but the bass plays four short 16th notes on the first beat for a nice little lift at letter B.
Notice that the baion’s bass drum differs from that of the samba.

Here, the hi-hat and cross-stick combine to create a smooth, relaxed groove.

Notice that in the B section, the surdo’s accent on beat 3, makes an appearance again, and in C there is yet another change of feel. This groove is best described as “baion without beat 1.”

The snare drum is more active in the last section, creating more intensity.

The baion is one of the more difficult Latin feels because the downbeat is rarely played. The accents come on the upbeat of 2 and 4. Notice how the note on beat 4 often anticipates the next harmony. This cut has more of a samba feel at B, but launches into a heavier baion in section C. Enjoy this style, it’s a fun one!
**Performance / Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**

This 3/4 samba has all the characteristics of the other sambas but note how the cross-stick follows the piano comping.

The bass drum utilizes the quarter-note concept again, adopting itself to 3/4 time by playing eighth notes in beat 3. The fills for the kicks at the end of the phrase must be smooth and subtle.

The extension at the end of the tune has a suspended quality so dissolve the groove using light cymbal and tom fills.

**Bass**

Since this is in triple meter, there is no short/long division of the bar as in the duple meter. Beat 3 is the heavier, emphasized one. This cut has nice harmonies; be sure to play the F under the F diminished chord. Chopin will love you!
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
The cha-cha is elegant in its simplicity. Its foundation comes from the quarter-note cowbell rhythm and eighth-note guiro-like hi-hat figure over an unchanging bass drum pattern. However, if you listen closely, you’ll hear a subtle bass drum alteration which was done to add a touch of color. (There is also a “funk” cha-cha, where a snare backbeat is hit on beat 3.)

Bass
The bass stays in the medium-high register throughout, which gives this style a light feel. The most difficult thing is to remain constant and steady without embellishment.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
To understand this style, one must first understand the use of the “clave rhythm.” This repeated two-measure phrase establishes the time frame over which the music flows. There can be a 3-2 “reverse clave” rhythm.

This tune uses a reverse clave rhythm. The cowbell part plays a cascara pattern, a rhythm usually played on the timbales' shells. (The drummer generally emulates that sound on a woodblock, drum shell or cowbell.) The varied cascara pattern works as well if not better.

The repetitive mambo bass drum establishes the repetitive foundation. When playing with a percussionist, the drummer must understand what his role or function is.

Bass
This style is quite involved. Examine the piano part and see how the bass part fits into it. The bass line is just like the baion except brighter, and the eighth notes are sometimes played shorter than the quarter notes.
Performance/Listening Suggestions

Drums
The songo groove is very popular today in the United States. Two key elements are the steady quarter-note cowbell and the mambo-style bass drum.

This style, unique because the bass and piano never play on down beats, is fun to play once you get used to the rhythmic displacement.

Bass
This cut has a unison melody at the beginning that contains many upbeats. This is difficult to play accurately with a nice relaxed feel, so practice playing something (a scale for instance) with a metronome and play on all the upbeats until you can hold them steady without producing tension. The vamp is similar to the mambo, but has an even more involved piano part. It’s really fun when all the parts come together.
6/8 AFRO-CUBAN

PERFORMANCE/LISTENING SUGGESTIONS

Drums
This 6/8 Afro-Cuban groove, commonly called nañigo, is fun to play with a percussionist!

The nañigo seems to lend itself to unlimited polyrhythms and accent schemes.

Practice soloing over this track. Experiment!
Try going into a 4/4 shuffle:
\[
\frac{4}{4} = \frac{4}{4}
\]

Bass
This tune eventually launches into a two-bar vamp after a percussion solo. The energy of the piano solo really fuels things, and the bass part plays either in a one-beat feel with some kicks and embellishments, or with a two-against-three, dotted eighth-note feel. Watch out for the 3/8 bars and the drum breaks.
The sound of the drums is very important in this medium-tempo shuffle. Drums tuned for fusion just don’t work in this style!

Dig in and *feel* the bass notes. There must be a strong emphasis on beats 2 and 4 in a shuffle. The bass drum may be used in a variety of ways:

```
\  \  \  \  \\
\  \  \  \\
\  \  \\
\  \  \\
```

We return to the acoustic bass now for the remainder of the tracks. This style starts out with a walking bass and a heavy back-beat. The form is eight measures in length, consisting of two four-bar phrases. Dig in here, making sure that your playing gradually increases in intensity over the course of this tune. The harmonic progression here is a very strong and basic one. Any misplaced notes that do not lead strongly will sound languid and too many will thwart the entire effort, so make sure you understand how these harmonies work. Figure them out at the piano.
Track #24

Swing Feel
Drums

Var.

Bass
\[\text{Db7} \quad \text{Db7/F} \quad \text{Gb7} \quad \text{G07} \quad \text{Db7/Ab} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Eb9} \quad \text{Ab9}\]

\[\text{Db7} \quad \text{Db7/Ab} \quad \text{Gb7} \quad \text{G07} \quad \text{F7\#9} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Bb7\#5} \quad \text{Eb7} \quad \text{Ab9} \quad \text{Db7} \quad \text{Ab7\#5} \]
**Performance/Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**

This medium swing tune should have a light, airy quality to it. The tune requires a triplet feel, with the hi-hat under-pinning it.

At the beginning and again at the end, the bass plays with a two-beat feel (emphasizing beats 1 and 3 only) and the drums must match. Later, the bass goes to a 4-beat feel and you’ll notice that the bass drum changes accordingly.

For contrast and intensity, the drums change to sticks behind the piano solo.

**Bass**

This tune has a four bar tag at the end of the standard 32 bar progression making it a 36-bar progression (AABA+tag). Keep this in mind when you play this tune; losing the form will almost certainly kill the momentum.

This is a good example of the technique used in going from a two-bar feel to a four-bar or straight-ahead walking feel.
We couldn’t get the incomparable Count Basie Band for this recording session, so we’ve assembled some of the most important elements of the band’s style.

Particular attention should be given to the Freddie Green-style guitar playing (strumming lightly on all four beats).

The closed hi-hat gives a Basie-style character to tune openings, heard at the top of this chart. But as the tune continues, you’ll hear the traditional open/closed as well. Light bass drum and little or no snare drum is also characteristic of the Basie style.

As the tune builds, the hi-hat becomes looser and looser until there’s a switch to ride cymbal combined with a cross-stick on beat 4. The key to this groove is controlled intensity.

This is your basic “Basie” beat, with the guitar comping on quarter notes and the tasty piano noodling around it. The bass “walks” in four, even though the drums stay on the hi-hat for a chorus. This tempo is a bit bright, while the style is clear and concise.
Track # 26

Ride Cym.

VAR 2:

Hi-Hat

2 FEEL

Bass

A7 Bb7 G7+5 Cmaj7 F7

Bb7 Ab7 Eb7 E07

1. Bb/F G7+5 Cmaj7 F7

2. Bb/F G7+5 Cmaj7 F7 Bb Bb G7

Dmaj7

G7

Cmaj7

C7

Cmaj7

F7

Take 2 in ending for last 8
D.C.
**Performance/Listening Suggestions**

**Drums**

This eloquent 3/4 swing is relaxing to play and to listen to as well.

Notice how the sizzle cymbal adds both sustain and a legato feel here. With the bass primarily playing downbeats in each bar, there is room for the drums to fill subtly. (Triplets broken up between the hi-hat and snare work nicely.)

When the bass solos, it should be supported tastefully (without getting in the way), because most bass players don’t like to play over silence. Try to create a subtle dialogue with the bassist.

**Bass**

Laying down a swing foundation is not as important here as the interactive dialogue between the piano and drums. The time to let your bass sing is in this beautiful style. The bass takes a solo, which is imperative (and fun) in a trio context, so be prepared by taking the time to examine some of these harmonies at the piano. (Another tune in D-flat—sorry about that!)
This style is difficult to explain as it has a swing feel without the usual ride rhythm. There is interplay between players with everyone listening to and taking ideas from one another.

It's important that one be constantly aware of the layout of the melody as well as the entire tune's form as the entire rhythm section incorporates these elements into its playing.

Notice that behind the bass solo, the drum comping is closely keyed to what the piano player is doing. The best drummers are always sensitive to what the pianist is playing, and often respond rhythmically to their comping.

This track really never goes to a typical walking four-beat feel although it could have done so. Give it a try!

As the title implies, this style never really goes into a walking feel but breaks the time up, allowing for some interesting rhythmic interplay. It's good to become familiar with this kind of imaginative bass playing rather than being locked into a rigidly-defined rhythmic role, because it stimulates creativity. As in most real-life situations, the longest bass solo is in the 28th tune of the set!
Track #28

Drums:
- Arc.
- Simile
- Sample Fill

Bass:
- Ab6/9
- D7/F#
- Gm7
- Em7
- Bb7
- Eb/G
- D7/F#
- Gm7/F
- C/E
- F6/9
- F#m7b5
- B7
- Em7
- Am7
- D7
- G6/9
- Cm7
- C#07
- Bb6/9/D
- Eb
- Em7
- A7+5
- Dm7
- Dm7
- Cm7
- F7
- Bb
- Eb
This ballad is best played with brushes and a lot of sizzle cymbal. In fact, the sizzle cymbal greatly contributes toward the establishment of this track’s overall mood.

Notice the subdivided triplets throughout, along with the light bass drum on the first beat of each bar. Notice also the different colors of the hi-hat.

Be sure to listen to the bassist’s phrasing for it will help give you a good sense of when to fill.

The number of notes a bassist may play in any given time frame is affected by how long they sustain the notes and no style is more evident of that than a slow ballad. If you have a bass that will not sustain for one or two measures at this tempo, it’s time to go shopping for a new instrument. This is the place to let the richest, longest notes sound so choose your notes especially carefully. A wrong one is going to be heard for a while.

Ballads are actually one of the more challenging feels to play well, requiring a meaningful and expressive interpretation. The choice of notes is dictated by the harmonic movement, so the bassist’s job is to get a rich sound and to try to capture the tune’s mood.
UP-TEMPO BLUES

PERFORMANCE/
LISTENING SUGGESTIONS

Drums

This straight ahead burning blues requires a “flattened ride rhythm” on the ride cymbal.

\[ \text{vs.} \]

The eighth notes must also be played on snare and bass drum.

The relationship between piano and drums is extremely important at this tempo, for you’ll notice that the piano and drums catch many “hits” together in support of the soloists.

The bass plays a pedal point (repeated pitch in the bass) the drums really open up!

Bass

This tune is a straight ahead blues in F. Notice here how the pedal point in some of the later choruses builds intensity. Examine some of the different rhythms that the drums play against the walking bass and the pedal points. It is interesting to hear how the drums react to and support the idea. Those are the moments that make music fun! Notice how the drums and bass both come down in intensity for the piano solo without losing forward momentum. It’s important to create a fresh beginning for the new soloist and to maintain the overall intensity curve of the entire piece.